**Time to let your creativity fly.** Start with one of the fort bases below and then go wild—pile on the pillows, get extra blankets, stock up on toys.

Whether it's a shiny rocket ship, pirate's adventure boat, or a super secret topsy turvy hideaway, you’re in charge!

### SHEET FORT BASE

1. Position the floor lamp where you want the center of the fort to be.
2. Position the lamp several feet in front of the couch.
3. Line the chairs along both sides of the floor lamp, several feet away with the backs of the chairs facing the lamp.
4. Place the large bed sheets over the floor lamp and extend over the backs of the chairs, and behind the couch.
5. Place pillows at the foot of the chairs, creating a barrier.

### TABLE FORT BASE

1. Place a large sheet or blanket over a large table. Remove any chairs.
2. For the entrance, take part of the sheet that's touching the ground and clip it to the side of the table, creating a small entrance.

### CLOTHESLINE FORT BASE

1. Start by hanging a clothesline from one end of the room to another. Anchor on a curtain rod, door hinge or something sturdy.
2. Drap a blanket or sheet across the top and lay it over chairs or other furniture to widen - and keep from caving in.